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THE PRAM IN THE HALL
Alice Instone
With a foreword by Sacha Craddock

“There is no more sombre enemy of good art
than the pram in the hall.”
CYRIL CONNOLLY

Fretting about my lack of productivity I
exclaimed, “that’s where it’s gone – into
these notebooks”; full of to-do lists,
domestic trivia, they told the story of
the pram in the hall.
Talking to other women I found a
commonality. I also discovered the cult
of the list – colour coded, subdivided
and categorised – and admissions at the
school gate of adding completed tasks
to make ourselves feel better!

TO-DO LISTS

It is important to notate it all.
How else to keep track of the range of the chores, considerations,
responsibilities; the essential and mildly inessential things that need to be
done, said, written, given, bought, conveyed, found and posted.
The process of writing a list can subdue a sense of panic and temporarily
transfer pressure elsewhere.
The layout of such an unselfconscious combination of writing and drawing will
always unite us with the visual.
It is guaranteed to serve some function, even when what needs to be done is
not done.
The list is a mental x ray of everyday life and represents thought at a given
time.
Laid open, written or scrawled, lightly and heavily placed across the page, in a
corner, on a scrap, strip, or notebook, even typed into a mobile, it is as much
about knowing as seeing.
With pen, pencil, marker or sticker, is one of the last places where hand and
mind combine as people seldom write now.
Even when all is ticked or crossed oﬀ, which almost never happens, it stays
around to represent an ambitious and perhaps temporarily clear state of
mind.
Men make lists too, of course, but the women’s list, reflects the special,
distinct and pressing range of her responsibility and exposes the amazingly
unequal distribution of labour in reality.
An accompanying visible friend, it reflects a massively divergent range of
concern, from teeth to war, supper to someone else. Social, maternal,
educational, and financial matters are written down as if of equal importance.
The domestic, dutiful and often dull, there along with the highest ambition;
the formal and physical merges with the personal and political.
It represents what, and who, we think about and is made up of real as well as
false dreams. Unresolved items will return.
It is not made with an eye to publication but lies around at home and work. It
is private, and has little meaning for others.
Essential but slight, a vehicle for thought, for action, it is a skeleton of
meaning and a structural aid for life.
Sacha Craddock
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INTRODUCTION

The Pram In The Hall is a new
exhibition of art works by Alice
Instone about to-do lists. Focusing on
how our to-do lists reflect our state
of mind it is also a meditation on how
we spend our time as women (from
domestic chores to our work, from
children’s name tapes and taking pets
to the vet to birthday cards, thank you
letters, food shopping and washing
machine repairs). The project taps
into the passage of time itself – each
list a suspended moment – and the
division of domestic work between
men and women.
Instone believes lists are intimate
and honest portraits and have an
unselfconscious beauty from being
written only for the writer’s eyes –
also that lists can be empowering –
both in the writing and crossing oﬀ.
She has made a number of artworks
from her own to-do lists, layering them
until they are almost abstract – veils
of words that have an intensity from
being written at speed. These have
been made into huge jewel-like giclee
prints, the words floating in velvetyblack darkness. Bearing titles such as
‘Background Noise’, ‘Lock All Doors’
and ‘The Yellow Wallpaper’, these
works reference her mental state
whilst making them.
RIGHT

Submitted by
Marta Nowicka
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Instone has also collected a fascinating
selection of lists from prominent and
influential women that oﬀer a unique

insight into the juggling involved in 21st
century life. These original documents
are presented en masse. The
universality of list making is apparent
and an incredibly diverse selection of
women are involved, from the arts,
human rights, politics, fashion, film and
tv, finance, sport, medicine etc. Emma
Freud’s list includes getting secret
santa gifts, ringing Jason Donovan
and writing to Melinda Gates, Fiona
Banner’s, Baroness Helena Kennedy’s
and Bella Freud’s oﬀer intriguing
glimpses into their working practices
and Shami Chakrabarti’s has buy
cotton wool, get Christmas tree and
re-read Counter Terror-Bill – Helen
McCrory’s list is unprintable! There is
also correspondence about lists – Jilly
Cooper writes hers in the middle of
the night, Nicole Farhi doesn’t write
them at all, even for the supermarket,
Cherie Blair keeps hers in her head.
Crucially, the exhibition is also an
invitation to women EVERYWHERE
to share their lists – to bring their lists
to the exhibition and peg them on to
that most domestic of inventions, the
washing line – an inspiring testament
to how we fit it all in and a cathartic
unburdening. If we pause and reflect
on how we spend our time and what
we impose on ourselves – what is
worthy of our attention and what will
enrich our lives and the lives of our
families and those around us, so much
the better.
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THE SEVEN DAYS
OF THE WEEK GICLEES

BACKGROUND NOISE

2015
A0 Giclee print with hand applied glitter. Archival ink on Somerset
100% cotton rag, signed, dated and numbered, edition of 30

14

15

TICKED OFF

2015
A0 Giclee print with hand applied glitter. Archival ink on Somerset
100% cotton rag, signed, dated and numbered, edition of 30

16

17

LOCK ALL DOORS

2015
A0 Giclee print with hand applied glitter. Archival ink on Somerset
100% cotton rag, signed, dated and numbered, edition of 30

18

19

THE YELLOW WALLPAPER

2015
A0 Giclee print with hand applied glitter. Archival ink on Somerset
100% cotton rag, signed, dated and numbered, edition of 30

20

21

HOUSE

2015
A0 Giclee print with hand applied glitter. Archival ink on Somerset
100% cotton rag, signed, dated and numbered, edition of 30

22

23

BROWN ENVELOPES

2015
A0 Giclee print with hand applied glitter. Archival ink on Somerset
100% cotton rag, signed, dated and numbered, edition of 30

24

25

CONDOMS

2015
A0 Giclee print with hand applied glitter. Archival ink on Somerset
100% cotton rag, signed, dated and numbered, edition of 30
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CONTRIBUTORS’
LISTS

EMMA FREUD

Writer, producer, broadcaster, cultural
commentator, director Red Nose Day
This list perfectly encapsulates the
female juggling act – Emma has write
to Melinda Gates and Sam Smith
and ring Jason Donovan interspersed
with buying her husband Richard
Curtis’s and her son Spike’s birthday
presents, teacher meetings, favours
for friends and rather fabulously
‘ring fireball man’…
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KATE MURPHY

Architect, partner at Foster + Partners
Kate’s list is really quite beautiful,
it is full of the stuﬀ that makes up
our lives. As she says in her email a
to-do list can be incredibly revealing
– I felt a tremor of embarrassment
myself when I looked at my own
lists and knew I was going to share
them – I’m so grateful that so many
amazing women chose to do it too.
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FIONA BANNER

Artist
Fiona carries her lists around with
her. Her lists give a fascinating
insight into her working practice
and a snoop at what she’s reading (a
Guardian review of Camera Lucida
by Roland Barthes). She also has
a note to make a pinstripe crotch
poster along with air plants, flappy
thing and what looks like photogram
porno calendar on her list.
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AMANDA ELIASCH

SADIE FROST

Photographer, artist and film-maker

Actress, producer, designer, writer

Amanda needs to remember
Valentines Day and get condoms,
biscuits, apples and Dettol. Is it a
Valentines message or song lyrics
on the back?

Sadie doodles on her list – I love the
teeth. She needs to learn her lines,
call Zoe, Kate and Fran, work on
design ideas and get pancake mix
for pancake day.
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JILLY COOPER OBE

Author
Like lots of us Jilly writes her lists in
the middle of the night.
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JO BERRYMAN

Interior designer
Like me Jo’s a fan of green
ink – and scribbling out!

ANITA ZABLUDOWICZ OBE

Art patron and co-founder of
The Zabludowicz Collection &
176, instrumental in the Olympic
ArcelorMittal Orbit tower & joint
chair of The Legacy List
Unsurprisingly Anita’s list is bursting
with art world luminaries – read it
and weep.
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LORRAINE CANDY

Editor of Elle Magazine
Lorraine’s list is full of the chores
you’d expect to see on a mother
of four’s list – school uniform, swim
kit, martial arts and cross country
memos, pets: collect what seem to
be live fish and their water, get or
make tomato soup for her daughter
Grace, babysitting and most
hilariously ‘get Mabel to wash hands
after loo’!
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LAURA BAILEY

Model, writer
If you’re a follower of Laura’s you
can guess the surnames of the
people on her list – Josh, Bella,
Sophie, Florence etc. She combines
her fashion work with a friend’s
birthday cake and family in these
lists – guitar picks for her son Luc,
the prosaic M.O.T. and her daughter
Tiger’s thank you letters.

PINKY LILANI OBE

Founder and chair of a number of
awards which attempt to recognise
influential women and leaders: Asian
Women of Achievement Awards; The
Women of the Future Award; and The
Global Empowerment Award. She is an
Indian cookery specialist, consultant
and owner of Spice Magic Ltd.
Pinky’s list starts and ends with
good intentions – gym everyday and
book on kindnesss. Gas reading,
dentist and supermarket shop
sit with her work and a gift for
someone’s baby – this is a list that
most women would identify with!
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EMILIA FOX

Actor
Emilia wonders whether she
should get a dog walker, have a
birthday party and how to stop
worrying. Her list is full of her young
daughter Rose – and the sort of
domestic chores that we all push
to the bottom of the list – a new
lawnmower, do handwashing, hang
pictures – these are scattered in
amongst her acting and charity
work. There’s even a rose named
after her that she needs to visit.
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KATHY LETTE

Author
Kathy’s hilarious list walks the
fine line between laughter and
tears – equal pay – high heels –
procrastination.
LISA UNWIN

Founder of She’s Back – a new
organisation helping business access
the untapped potential of women who
left to take a career break
I love Lisa’s diagram as list –
especially the clouds.
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VANESSA BRANSON

Art patron and a founder
of Marrakech Biennale
Vanessa needs to ring John
Lewis re curtain poles, sort out
her Polly Morgan hat (the mind
boggles – in a good way) and check
parallel entrants to the biennale –
satisfyingly I appear on her list too!
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CHANTAL JOFFE RA

Artist & Professor of Painting,
Royal Academy
Chantal sticks her lists on the back
of her studio door – a shopping list
for oil paint, boards and medium
and a memo to take her dress
home. To my mind this list reflects
the singlemindedness needed
(in addition to extraordinary
talent) to be an artist of Chantal’s
amazingness – even the way it looks
somehow brings to mind her work –
raw, spacious, fluid, collage...

BELLA FREUD

Fashion designer
To those that are familiar with
Bella’s distinctive slogan tops this is
fashion gold!
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SHAMI CHAKRABARTI

Director of Liberty (the human rights
organisation)
Shami’s list combines the extremes
of work and home life. It has buy
Christmas tree, Christmas cards
and cotton wool along with re-read
the Counter Terror Bill, buy birthday
present for Dad and stocking fillers
for her son.
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PROFESSOR
PARVEEN KUMAR CBE

BSC, MD, DSC, FRCP, FRCPE,
FRCPATH, Professor of Medicine
and Education Barts and the London
School of Medicine, Queen Mary
University of London, Wingate
Institute, former Chair of British
Medical Association
Like most women Parveen is very
apologetic about her lists. She
primarily writes them to prepare for
work – but in amongst global health
chapters I see other things have
sneaked in – Christmas cards and
Glyndebourne tickets!
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BETH COLOCCI

NAZY VASSEGH

Chief executive of Masterpiece London
art fair
Nazy’s list also blends family and
work seamlessly – she needs to buy
her daughter Noo a coat and get
her hair cut amongst business trips
and meetings galore.
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Artist, curator, patron and chair of UK
Friends of the National Museum of
Women in the Arts
Beth appears to be juggling her own
work as an artist (finish photos) with
work for NMWA and building work
(possibly on her home?) – patio
doors and electrician... She also
needs to fit in dentist, doctor, eye
test, watch, trip to Italy (her husband
is Italian) and lunch with Kate….
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BARONESS HELENA
KENNEDY QC FRSA

One of Britain’s most distinguished
barristers. She has spent her
professional life giving voice to those
who have least power within the
system, championing civil liberties
and promoting human rights. She has
also written and broadcast on a wide
range of issues, from medical negligence
to terrorism to the rights of women
and children. Former Chair of the
Human Genetics Commission – advises
government on ethical, social, and legal
issues arising from developments in
genetic science
Tragically Helena’s first list went
to my old address and got lost.
This second list is a research list.
It reads like a mini time-capsule of
early 20th century legal history –
and a chilling reminder of how far
we still have to go in the fight for
women’s equality: Boko Haram,
Oscar Pistorious, the Yazidi women,
the Rotherham scandal, Dominique
Strauss Kahn, the Delhi rape….
Helena has written ‘is it always
about power and the lack of it. Who
is believed and who is disbelieved’
across the corner of the page….
Fascinatingly you can also see what
she’s been reading to prepare for
her lecture underneath this list – and
there’s a painter and decorator’s
card peeping out in the corner!
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SARAH SHOTTON

Creative director of Agent Provocateur

ALICE TEMPERLEY MBE

Sarah sent me this list from her New
York business trip where the new
AP fragrance is being shot – oh no,
her son George has lost Dusty – she
needs to find him a new one, visit
AP’s Mercer Street store and get a
Dolce Vita lip pencil.

Fashion Designer
Amongst the reams of work (trunk
shows, contracts, travel etc) and
collaborations (perfume, rugs,
book and yurts?!) Alice needs to
remember her son Fox’s homework
and wellies, fit in some boxing and
somehow find room to be creative.
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SAM TAYLOR

Editor of the Lady
EVERYTHING about this list is
wonderful – in her accompanying
email Sam said ‘The Queen’s
Birthday is giving me sleepless
nights along with foot which was
damaged at a middle aged party
in December, but am so worried
about Queen’s birthday. Does she
get cake every time ????? Who
makes it?’ This and the doc’s appt
for foot are on both lists along with,
Catherine Zeta Jones cover, ring
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National Trust about trees and
squirrels….write intro for book or
die… eyebrow appt… Diana Athill
cover… get Georgie (her daughter)
riding lessons, make list for dump,
dentist… and much more besides.
Apart from making me wheeze with
laughter it perfectly sums up the
balancing of family, personal and
work…. a feat that most women can
relate to – though clearly Sam’s list
is a bit more exciting than most!
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CHERIE BLAIR CBE QC

Leading human rights barrister, judge,
lecturer, campaigner for numerous
international charitable causes, founder
of The Cherie Blair Foundation for
Women an international organisation
dedicated to creating equal
opportunities for women worldwide
Fascinatingly Cherie is amongst a
small group of non-list writers – she
keeps her lists in her head.
THOMASINA MIERS

English cook, writer and television
presenter. She is the founder of the
Wahaca chain of Mexican street food
restaurants
Food glorious food… this list makes
me hungry.
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BIANCA JAGGER

Human rights & environmental
campaigner – Bianca Jagger Human
Rights Foundation, Council of Europe
Goodwill Ambassador, IUCN Bonn
Challenge Ambassador, senior fellow,
Centre for International Governance
Innovation, member of the Executive
Director’s Leadership Council of
Amnesty International USA
Bianca has given us a glimpse of
a day in her life – I discovered
that quite a few women use their
schedule as their to-do list – here’ a
look at what Bianca’s been doing.
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KATIE CLARKE

Hotelier – The George in Rye
and The Falstaff Canterbury
Katie gave me one of her old
notebooks. From her notes on
rooms it appears to be from when
she and her husband Alex (also
an expert list-maker) were first
renovating their famous Rye hotel
(though that’s just a guess). The
note ‘Audry Hepburn in dusty
pink silk’ is particularly evocative
for Room 3. Like so many lists it
obviously reflects a precise moment
in time and must have a lot of
memories attached – it’s therefore
not surprising that she’d like it back!
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DIANA HENRY

Cook and food writer
Diana’s list (written on the back
of what looks like junk mail) has
ideas for flatbreads, homework
and uniforms, chemist, post oﬃce,
cinema and (sigh of delight on my
part) make chocolate sauce….
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INDRE SERPYTYTE

Artist and art patron
In amongst Indre’s work which is
concerned with the impact of war
on history and perception she
needs to send a Lithuanian basket
to someone (she is Lithuanian)
and a parcel to Grandma – also
on her list are therapist, title
ideas and research Dead Dreams
of Monochrome Men – a life of
contrasts!
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REVD DR FIONA
STEWART-DARLING

The Bishop’s Chaplain in Docklands
and Lead Chaplain, Fiona is an
Anglican priest who has been working
in Canary Wharf from June 2004.
Since then she has been providing
chaplaincy to all the workers on the
Canary Wharf Estate
My favourites on this list are get
fringe trimmed and print Lent
bookmarks.
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HAZEL FULKER

ANN FRANCKE

Ex British Army, Hazel rebuilt herself
with support from the British Legion
after an army accident and is now a
leading sports coach. In addition to
her extensive charity work she recently
won a 100 km race with the first female
British Brigadier

CEO of the Chartered Management
Institute
Ann needs to write a speech, check
a dinner date, fly to Seattle and
check LA dates with Izzy & Mom.

Hazel’s list reflects her incredible
energy – i’m quite secretly pleased
she has a vice (vino).
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KATIE ALICE

Tableware designer
Katie’s getting married – I love the
thought that if she looks back at this
list in a few years it’ll bring back this
moment in time.
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KATHRYN NAWROCKYI

Gender equality director of Business
in the Community – The Prince’s
Responsible Business Network
Yes people are still writing lists on
their hands – bravo.
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HILARY STAFFORD-CLARK

Journalist and former editor of The
Sunday Times ‘Life in the Day’ and
‘Relative Values’ columns, and editor of
the eponymous book ‘A Life In the Day’
Hilary had just thrown this in the bin
when she got a mutual friend’s email
about The Pram In The Hall. I love
the insights into her life that can be
gleaned from her list. She likes to
cook and shares recipes with friends
(key lime pie). She has at least one
pet (Dixie) – who needs worming….
I later discovered Dixie is a golden
retriever puppy and she also has
two cats. She has good intentions
(to eat porridge). And she practices
the piano whenever Dixie will let
her….

AMANDA DE CADANET

Photographer, Actress, Talk Show Host.
Amanda recently interviewed Hillary
Clinton for The Conversation, her
ground breaking talk show, and is the
youngest woman to shoot a Vogue
magazine cover. One of her goals is
to continually try to make media that
challenges perceptions of women
I think I could do with adding most
of the items on Amanda’s list to my
own to-do list. I always love a bit of
collage too!
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VICTORIA MIRO

Art dealer & gallerist
I recognise the Victoria Miro gallery
floor in this shot. I also got an
electric shock when I saw it, as that
stationary is so familiar to me (I’m
artist in residence at the Chateau
Marmont) – I’ve written masses of
lists myself on their perfectly sized
notebooks! Nice to think of Victoria
stalking the darkened corridors
there. I like the spiky writing and
that there’s lots of scribbling on it
too….
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BARBARA TAYLOR
BRADFORD OBE

Author – Barbara’s debut novel a
Woman of Substance sold over 30
million copies, it ranks as one of the
top-ten bestselling novels of all time. To
date, she has written 29 novels – all
bestsellers
A few years back I went to paint
Barbara Taylor Bradford in her
hotel suite at the Dorchester for a
series on influential women. It was
towards the end of the project and
I never managed to resolve the
painting which is still in my studio.
We talked about many things and
Barbara suggested I paint a couple
of her friends whose names she
wrote on a little hotel pad. Between
our sitting and the show I became
pregnant with my first child (the
first appearance of the pram in
the hall) and somehow the list got
buried. During the eleventh hour
of putting this project together
I once again found the list, alas
too late. It is probably the most
poignant reminder of the passing
of time in the exhibition. Mrs Robin
Duke passed away two days before
writing this and Joan Rivers in 2014.
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LYNNE FRANKS

PR Guru
Lynne needs to sort out her house,
buy a birthday cake and work on her
seed of life project.
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JO WOOD

Entrepreneur, organic campaigner
& rock chick
Even Jo’s envelope is expressive!
She needs to fix a wicker chair,
go to the dentist, ring agent, sign
papers for Miami and write natural
health column.
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NICOLE FARHI

HELEN McCRORY

Fashion designer & sculptress

Actor

Nicole Farhi is one of a tiny minority
that don’t write lists, in her case not
even for the supermarket – she just
buys what tempts her.

Helen’s list is unprintable – so we
haven’t printed it, but here’s her
hilarious email.
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LYNNE PAGE

Choreographer
Lynne gave me her notebook – like
so many of the lists it seemed to
reflect her energy – wild gestural
writing, pages diﬀerent ways up
and coﬀee stains from where she’s
probably leapt about with it in one
hand! Choreography notes and ideas
(Eurydice, Lars Von Trier, raves)
are interspersed with things she
needs to do for Iris and Isaac her
two young children and household
chores. Instructions and feedback
for dancers make for entertaining
reading – more pelvic thrusts and
pulsating corpse pile….
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SALLY WILLIAMS

Public Art Consultant
It’s always interesting to see how
people use their lists – circling items,
highlighting, scribbling out or, as
here, ticking oﬀ items….

FLEUR BOTHWICK OBE

Director of Diversity & Inclusive
Leadership – EMEIA, Ernst & Young
LLP
As the mother of three boys, and
with a job that spans the globe,
but who always has time for other
people, Fleur is a bit of an expert list
maker and has them for everything
– her son Tom sent me these on
a Sunday morning – work, friends,
children, pets and a watch strap!
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PAULA REED

Director of brand strategy, Boutique 1
From the names on Paula’s list and
the sheer quantity of tasks it’s easy
to guess why she was named as one
of the people shaping the global
fashion industry.
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LIZ GILMORE

Director of Jerwood Hastings Art
Museum
Amusingly Liz thinks the quantity
of her lists make her nuts, but I can
confirm it’s perfectly normal and
healthy Liz!
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CATH KIDSTON MBE

Designer, businesswoman and author
An endless list-maker Cath’s feeling
guilty about not having done more
of the things on her list – even
though she’s on a gap year. She
needs to order doormat, remember
Hugh’s birthday, get some food and
Hay Festival tickets. Unfortunately
you can’t see the delicious neon
pink ink on the edges of her
stationary.
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ELIZABETH BROOKS

Arts Patron
Elizabeth has lots of art and work
related notes, but it seems she loves
the outdoors as she also needs bike
locks, items for boat and to make
a waxing appointment before she
goes on a climbing weekend.

VICTORIA CONRAN

In addition to her charity work
Victoria’s academic work has
included medical anthropology
(women’s experience of miscarriage
care provision) and young people’s
sexual health. She is a Chinese
medicine, herbalism and acupuncture
practitioner, a motorcycler and a
Cordon Bleu chef into the bargain
This sounds like a feast I would like
to have eaten…
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MARTA NOWICKA

Interior architect
Marta writes her to-do lists in
gorgeous soft black leather books.
She is also a grade ‘A’ doodler and
the sketches of her ideas are quite
beautiful.
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STEPHANIE WOOD

Founder/director School Food Matters
You can almost feel Stephanie’s
brain darting around her list –
trustees, newsletter, foundation,
bank, Mayor, MP, Bishop, progress
report, assembly, pr, submit…. I like
the grounding carrot and leaves
doodle that remind us what her
work is achieving!
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SYNTHIA GRIFFIN

Curator: Regeneration & Community
Partnerships Tate Modern
Synthia is another prolific list writer
– here you can get a glimpse of the
sea of admin behind her projects.
It’s always nice to see things
scribbled out and I love the look of
these lists – there’s a freedom about
the way a to-do list is written as it’s
only for the writer’s eyes, joyous or
frustrated doodles, whatever pen is
to hand – ordered chaos.
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AVERY AGNELLI

Architect

SUE CREWE

Retired editor of House & Garden
Sue needs to post some letters and
send a Christmas box.
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Avery clearly has numerous projects
on the go - layouts, fee negotiations,
tenders…. she needs to review the
plans and design for a new salon (for
her partner John Frieda at a guess!)
register their daughter Leyla for
school, check on work at their Ibiza
home and do some financial planning
amongst other things.
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GEORGIE HOPTON

Artist
Georgie’s elegant handwriting and
curving brackets make this list
quite beautiful. It looks as if she’s
pinned it to her studio wall – the
holes in the wall suggest she’s done
this before! Her work includes
finishing large collages, deciding on
a piece for the Foundling Museum
show and an up to date price list.
Her life includes friend’s shows,
emails, ballet, suppers with friends,
hairdressers and buy tickets for
William Morris talk at V&A (life
meets work/art?).
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ALISON GOLDFRAPP

LISA GUNNING

Musician and producer

Film editor, director and writer

Alison’s list is written on hotel paper
– her pet needs to go to the vet and
she has to pay a parking fine.

These lists give a wonderful glimpse
of the thought processes behind
Lisa’s work. I love the phrases
(and mental pictures conjured by)
‘journey of listening to oneself’ and
‘all dancers lying on floor’.
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PAM BEAUGIE

Company Director
&

JOJO HANCOCK

Entrepreneur
Pam and JoJo have been friends
for their entire adult lives.
Pam is currently undergoing
treatment for breast cancer so
JoJo wrote her list for her as she
wasn’t feeling up to it and they
were spending the day together
(as JoJo was taking Pam to
her hospital appointment and
staying with her afterwards).
JoJo’s list includes making
chicken soup for Pam, presents
for friends, getting revision
guides, treats and coloured
hairspray for her daughters,
along with setting up a
conference call and a skype
interview (JoJo runs her own
business). Amazingly she also
has bake bread on there!
Pam’s list includes see
oncologist, have chemo, get
haircut, get headscarves,
research best breast surgeon,
Bupa authorisation for drug
treatment, handover of key
work responsibilities (payroll
and HR), arrange things for
children to do whilst having
Cancer treatment, sort out
tariﬀ for electricity, order a
birthday present, decide kitchen
cupboard surfaces and remove
green paint from her dog’s fur….
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BAY GARNETT

SUSIE CAVE / BICK

Fashion stylist, author and editor. Bay
pioneered the idea of “thrifting”, the
art of shopping in second-hand stores,
as being relevant to high fashion by
including items she had found in
magazine shoots

Model, actress, muse and designer

Bay has a new magazine coming
out – she’s thinking about fonts,
fanpages and Jilly Cooper – it looks
like she’s planning on rifling through
a friend’s grandmother’s wardrobe
too.
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I suspect these gorgeous notes are
ideas for The Vampire’s Wife – pink,
emerald, lavender, dark purple,
blood, dark blood, midnight, mouse
– and night garden dress. I love the
shadowy red ink showing through
from the other side.
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LUCY MCINTYRE

Global Head of Luxury Andre Balazs
Properties

LISA MORAN PARKER

Film producer
Lisa sent this with the caption ‘scary
to do list’, a satisfying amount has
been crossed out and home, work,
friends and family are seamlessly
interwoven.
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As vice-president of André Balazs’s
eponymous hotel empire, Lucy
handles the most in-demand, rock
star-ridden, pop-cultural haunts:
The Mercer, Chateau Marmont,
The Standard and Chiltern
Firehouse – so it’s not surprising
to see the names Zoe Cassavetes,
Lena Dunham, Keith Richards and
Damien Hirst on her list. She needs
to organise a birthday – maybe
André’s – or her own? – or both?
book a flight to Berlin, send me her
list (!) and see her brother and his
kids next week… Loving the yellow
Smythson notebook….
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MARISA DREW

Co-Head EMEA Investment Banking
and Capital Markets Credit Suisse
International

SARAH DOUKAS

Founder of Storm Models
Sarah gave me this list during
fashion week – it’s actually scribbled
on the back of a fashion week
schedule. It’s a perfect example of
the way women combine work and
home – and you can see the speed
at which it’s been made – travel
arrangements for fashion week,
something about the farm where
Sarah lives possibly and what looks
like (a very delicious sounding)
supper. I personally love a list where
diﬀerent pens have been used too.
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Marisa has been described as one
of the most powerful women in
Britain. Active in diversity and
philanthropy it’s interesting to
see her list includes UK Equal pay
review. A noted oenophile there’s
also Wine Competition lurking in
there. Tantalisingly much of her list
is redacted (given the confidential
nature of her work), but Cyber
Fund, Financial Crime Prevention,
Mandatory Training and 2017 Flights
give an insight into her tasks.
In complete contrast is the
handwritten personal list she also
gave me - presents for friends,
house painting, Dad’s birthday card,
mani pedi and a wedding outfit.
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ANGELA CONNER FRBS

Sculptor. Angela has large scale
sculptures in public and private
collections around the world. Her
kinetic sculptures utilize natural
elements like water, sun, gravity or
wind to create mobiles that entice
viewers to stop and watch their gentle
movement. In her early life she assisted
Barbara Hepworth
This fascinating and elegant list is
for one of Angela’s beautiful and
intriguing sculptures.
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CELIA WALDEN/MORGAN

Journalist, novelist and critic
Celia has school toy drive, Neta-Porter return, brows (I think),
a booster jab and a phone call
amongst her list – we can also see
the cover of her notebook...
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INSTALLATION, PAINTINGS
& DRAWINGS

THE ARTEFACT ROOM
Here a selection of lists by
influential women is arranged
en-masse on Alice’s own furniture.
There is a magical quality to a
piece of paper that is handwritten
– modern day artefacts, laid out
together they clamour for attention.
One of the tables was the kitchen
table of Alice’s maternal great
grandmother and another belonged
to her paternal great grandmother.
THE LAUNDRY ROOM
The Pram In The Hall invites women
everywhere to share their to-do
lists by pegging them on to that
most domestic of inventions the
washing line.
Originally the majority of people
did not use washing lines, laying
their clothes out to dry on washing
greens by rivers or draped over
hedges. Washing and drying would
often be a communal activity
where women would chat and swap
stories.
We hope our communal
washing lines will be an inspiring
testament to how we fit it all in
and an opportunity for cathartic
unburdening.
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WHAT DO I NEED TO DO
TOMORROW?
Inspired by the way laundry used
to be a communal activity we’ve
provided a communal space to
share your thoughts, have a cup
of tea and perhaps reflect on
how you spend your time. What
enriches your life and the life of
those around you? Take one of our
stamped pieces of paper and write
down what you want or need to do
tomorrow.
The chairs and desk are from Alice’s
home.
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CERTAINLY IT WAS DIFFERENT THEN

2013, mobile: glass, wire, cat gut
Made from Instone’s personal
collection of early daguerreotypes
of Victorian women and children.
The hand tinted photographs have
been brought together from all over
the world and range from toothless
old ladies to toddlers, babies and
little girls, matriarchs, wives and
young mothers to spinsters and
widows, handsome and even
beautiful women to homely or plain
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figures. In some cases these fragile
pieces of glass may be the last
remaining fragments of the sitters’
lives, their subjects now completely
forgotten – ghostly figures captured
so long ago that their identities
are now lost. The delicacy and
handmade nature of the mobile
accentuates the frailty of the piece
and the transience of the lives
represented.

THE YELLOW WALLPAPER

2015
A4 giclee print. Archival ink on
Somerset 100% cotton rag, signed,
dated and numbered, edition of 30

“There are things in that paper... It is always the same
shape, only very numerous. And it is like a woman
stooping down and creeping about behind the pattern.”
THE YELLOW WALL-PAPER BY CHARLOTTE PERKINS GILMAN
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A ROOM OF MY OWN

2015
A4 giclee print. Archival ink on
Somerset 100% cotton rag, signed,
dated and numbered, edition of 30

“A woman must have money and a room of her
own if she is to write fiction”.
A ROOM OF ONE’S OWN BY VIRGINIA WOOLF
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BEE

2008
Pencil on paper, 30 x 30cm
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BEE
BEE

2015
Oil on canvas board, 25 x 25cm
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2011
Miniature in daguerreotype case, oil
on glass, 8 x 11cm
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BEE

2014
Oil on canvas, 60 x 76 cm
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BEE & ARLO

2015
Oil, gold leaf & mixed
media on canvas, 76 x 76cm
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PAX

2015
Oil, gold leaf & mixed media on
canvas, 150 x 150cm
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ALICE INSTONE

Alice Instone is an award winning
English artist who makes work
concerned with gender and power.
Generally of or about women the
works often use influential or wellknown public figures. She frequently
exhibits in found or non-commercial
spaces that have a relationship with
the work, for example a role in the
history of female emancipation or
female exploitation.
This sense of place is a hallmark and her
work aims to contain a sense of the past
and the present. Her solo exhibitions
include the Houses of Parliament and
the House of Lords, the Royal Society
of Arts, Archer Street Soho, London
(a former brothel), 1 More London
Place (the heart of London’s business
community), The House of St Barnabas
in Soho (a Grade I listed former
refuge for destitute women, closely
associated with Charles Dickens),
Lamb House Rye (the National Trust
owned former home of author Henry
James), Chanel’s London Headquarters
and Northampton Museum (home
to the largest collection of historical
footwear in the world), to name just a
few.
Instone regularly features in the
national press, radio and television
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and uses individuals who are part of
our cultural conversation as the sitters
in her paintings. She has worked with
Annie Lennox, Baroness Kennedy,
Baroness Scotland, Professor Baroness
Greenfield, Helen McCrory, Laura
Bailey, Elle Macpherson, Sir Peter
Blake, Bianca Jagger, Beverley Knight,
Baron Woolf, Alice Temperley, Jo
Wood, Emilia Fox, Pattie Boyd, Shami
Chakrabarti, Nicole Farhi, Sir David
Hare, Dame Evelyn Glennie, Anya
Hindmarch and Cherie Blair amongst
many others. The Observer described
her as a casting director as well as
portraitist and the Telegraph stated
that she shows prominent women
as they’ve never been seen before.
Instone’s work is held in several public
collections and she has collaborated
with various public bodies including
the National Trust, the Houses
of Parliament, the British Medical
Assoc., No 10 Downing St and global
organisations including Ernst and
Young, Rothschild, Herbert Smith,
Chanel and Oxfam.
Alice is currently artist in residence at
The Chateau Marmont, Los Angeles
where she is painting film stars and The
Chiltern Firehouse, London. Upcoming
projects include Bluebeard’s Wives
and Hollywoodland.
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WITH THANKS TO
All my friends who so generously gave
their advice, lists and contacts
Allen & Overy
Antony Parkes
Bee and Arlo – my inspiration

“I cannot be so many things... cannot be something for
everyone... woman, beautiful, artist, wife, housekeeper,
cook, saleslady, all these things. I cannot even be myself
or who I am...”

Borough Market and their team
Carbon Framing
Caroline Jones and Illuminate
Productions – you made this happen
David Hall
Designer Samuel Blagg
Ernst & Young

EVA HESSE

Fleur Bothwick at E&Y
Gavin Walker Printing
Hugh – support, creativity, humour and
even cups of tea
Hugh Gilbert Photography
Ian at Adams, Rye
JLT
Liz Fay PR
Peter Greenhalf Photography
Medeia Cohan Petrolino Consulting
Mike and Ex Why Zed Print
My brother Sam – for reminding me to
persevere and helping me out of a hole
My parents – both of you unfailingly
supportive
Simon Beaugie Frames
The contributors who took the time to
put one more thing on their to-do lists

With thanks to
Ernst & Young for
supporting this book
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